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Objectives

• Differentiate the midline catheter terminology

• Discuss current evidence for midline catheter use

• Review clinical practice considerations around midline use

• Discuss safe use and implementation of midline catheters



Background

• Midlines are now growing in popularity again

• Insertion techniques have changed (MST vs AST)

• Since 2016, midlines have been used as an active IP strategy to 

prevent CLABSI non-reimbursement (USA)

• Recommendations may lead to inappropriate use of midlines





• Short peripheral 
cannula - <6cm below 
the ACF

• Long peripheral (mini 
midline) - 6-15cm

• Midline 20-25cm –
midclavicular (AxV or 
SCV)



Tip location by Guidelines
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• The quantity of catheter residing in the vein is a key predictor of 

long-term functionality of US-guided IVs and is strongly associated 

with the hazard of failure within 72 hours. 

• Catheter failure is high when <30% of the catheter resided in the 

vein. Optimum catheter survival occurs when ≥65% of the catheter 

is placed in the vein.



European Consensus



European Recommendations



Signs and symptoms noted in publications are frequently listed as

“complications” such as leakage from the puncture site, pain, “nonpatent,” and

edema. The specific diagnosis of the condition (ie, vein thrombosis, infection,

phlebitis) is not reported. More details about diagnosis are needed to identify

the specific complications, such as thrombosis, phlebitis, or

infiltration/extravasation.

This review highlights several issues related to complication identification, tip

locations, and venous anatomy. Venous diameter and subsequent blood flow

through the basilic, brachial, or cephalic veins used for midline catheter tip location

are significantly less than the superior vena cava for CVC tip location. Less

hemodilution can lead to increased chemical and mechanical injury to the venous

endothelium depending on the medication infused through the catheter. Inserting a

catheter so the catheter-to-vein ratio is less than 45% is a concept first applied to

PICCs and is now strongly encouraged for midline catheters at the time of

insertion. We should not base major changes in clinical practice on retrospective chart 

reviews. Although a midline catheter may be appropriate for some patients, 

additional studies of a higher level of evidence are needed before this major practice 

change should occur.



Background: Long peripheral catheters are peripheral intravenous catheters of 6–15 

cm in length. They are commonly inserted into the forearm, antecubital fossa or upper 

arm using a direct Seldinger technique. They have proven to be valuable for peripheral 

intravenous catheters, particularly in patients with difficult intravenous access.

Methods: We conducted a systematic review of studies reporting the use of long 

peripheral catheters. The following keywords were used: ‘long’, ‘Seldinger’, 

‘guidewire’, ‘peripheral’, ‘venous’, ‘intravenous’, ‘IV’, ‘vascular’, ‘cannula’ and 

‘catheter’.

Results: Three hundred forty-one publications were identified; 16 were included in the 

systematic review. There were 11 adult studies and 5 paediatric studies documenting 

1288 long peripheral catheters in 1271 patients. Majority of studies (12/16) were 

conducted in acute care settings, (emergency department, n . 6; intensive care unit, n . 

3; high dependency unit, n . 1; surgical unit, n . 2). The most frequently studied long 

peripheral catheter was 8 cm in length and 20 G in size. Nine studies recruited patients 

with difficult intravenous access; 11 studies used ultrasound guidance. Insertion success 

rate and mean procedural time ranged between 86% and 100% and 8 and 16.8 minutes, 

respectively. Average catheter duration ranged between 4 and 14.7 days (mean) and 1.1 

and 9 days (median). Catheter failure occurred in 4.3–52.5% of long peripheral 

catheters, with leakage, infiltration and dislodgement being the most frequent causes of 

failure. In 3 randomized controlled trials, long peripheral catheters outperformed 

peripheral intravenous catheters in terms of duration and failure rate.

Conclusion: Long peripheral catheters are safe and reliable in both adults and children. 

In addition, long peripheral catheters may provide improved quality of care over 

peripheral intravenous catheters for multi-day intravenous therapy.

Limitations: The reporting of data between studies was inconsistent, preventing 

symmetrical comparison of key characteristics and outcomes. Particularly, outcomes were 

not expressed in relative terms (i.e. per 1000 catheter-days) or as raw data. Data were, 

therefore, not comparable, which hindered our ability to perform a meta-analysis.









Background: Central line–associated blood stream infections 

(CLABSI) remain a substantial source of morbidity and increased 

health care costs in hospitalized patients. Our aim was to show that by 

having a dedicated team of physician assistants for the placement of 

midlines central venous catheters (CVCs), the number of the more 

typical CVCs placed could be decreased. Patients with difficult 

peripheral access who were given midlines had a decrease in central 

line days as well as the number of CVC-associated infections.

Methods: A retrospective review of data regarding central line days and 

CLABSI collected from 2009 to 2017 was performed. In that time 

period, system changes including initiating CVC monitoring and teams 

who placed these midline venous catheters. Data from January 2016 

through December 2017 pertaining to patients in the intensive care unit 

(ICU) and surgical wards were reviewed, comparing the overall number 

of CVC and midline catheters placed. Our primary endpoint was 

decrease in the number of central line days and consequently the 

number of associated complications in ICU and ward settings.

Results: Midline catheters were used more often than CVCs and in both 

the ICU and floor setting. There was a decrease in the number of 

central-line days and CLABSI that corresponded to hospital system 

changes, including utilizing a team of trained, designated house staff 

and physician assistants to monitor central lines and place midline 

catheters sterilely in patients with difficult peripheral access.

Conclusion: Our data show that with the implementation of teams to 

monitor CVCs and to place the midline catheters, the number of midline 

catheters placed increased, and patients have fewer central line days and 

fewer central line–associated complications.
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Limitations- lack of midline usage data before 2016, other measures that may have been taken 

to reduce central line use that may have impacted our results, data regarding complications from 

midline use such as thrombophlebitis or deep vein thrombosis and a comparison to PICC lines.

The increased utilization in 2016–2017 led to a further decease in central line days to 2345 in 2017,

representing an overall 71% decrease in central line days on the wards (Fig. 1).



Difference in dwell time is explicable by the higher-

than-expected midline catheter failure rate compared

with PICCs, with 55% of midline catheters not reaching

their target removal date versus a 3% PICC failure rate.

Women had a higher rate of midline catheter failure

All catheters were modified PICCs 

Reverse-taper catheters 2 patients (11%) in the midline 

catheter success group and 6 (28%) in 

the midline catheter failure group.



Midline infection rate was 0.28/1,000 catheter days, lower than previously

published reports for both central venous catheters (0.9/1,000 catheter days) and PIV (0.5/1,000 catheter 

days) (40, 41). However, the calculation of bloodstream

infection rates in midline catheters is probably not accurate.



RCT 

A longer extended dwell catheter represents a viable 

and favorable alternative to the standard longer IVs 

used for US-guided cannulation of veins N1.20 cm in 

depth. These catheters had significantly improved 

survival rates with similar insertion success 

characteristics in our study population. Further 

multicenter, larger investigations are recommended to 

verify our findings.



RCT



“MCs and LPCs should not be considered as a 

unique and indistinct category of peripheral 

catheters”.



Retrospective study conducted over 12 months in a multi-hospital system, the incidence of bloodstream

infections associated with midline catheters was not significantly lower than that associated with central venous

catheters (0.88 vs 1.10 infections per 1,000 catheter-days). Additional research is needed to further characterize

the infectious risks of midline catheters and to determine optimal strategies to minimize these risks.





Retrospective comparison spanning 13 months of MCs and PICCs for symptomatic CR thrombosis at an 1100 bed

Adult patients who had an MC or PICC placed by the were included.

2577 catheters were included in the analysis with 1094 MCs and 1483 PICCs.

One hundred thirty (11.88%) MCs developed CR thrombosis (deep vein thrombosis [DVT] or superficial venous 

thrombophlebitis [SVT]) as compared to 112 (6.88%) PICCs (odds ratio [OR]: 1.82; P < .0001). 

Midline catheters had a 53% greater odds of developing CR DVT than PICCs. 

The incidence of CR thrombosis was 13.50% for double lumen/5F lines and was 6.92% for single lumen/4F lines 

**Inserter  smallest diameter catheter to reduce this risk when a midline is used



OBJECTIVE To compare 2 MCs with differing antithrombogenic mechanisms for this 

outcome.

DESIGN 2-arm randomized clinical trial, 496 adult patients hospitalized at a tertiary care 

suburban academic medical center who received an MC were assessed for eligibility between 

January 1, 2019, and October 31, 2020, and 212 were randomized.

INTERVENTIONS Inpatients were randomized to receive a 4F antithrombotic MC (MC-AT) 

or a 4.5F antithrombotic and antimicrobial MC (MC-AT-AM).

OUTCOMES The primary outcome was symptomatic midline CRT inclusive of deep vein 

thrombosis or superficial venous thrombophlebitis within 30 days after insertion. Secondary 

outcomes included catheter-associated bloodstream infection and catheter failure.

RESULTS A total of 191 patients 94 patients in the MC-AT group and 97 in the MC-AT-AM 

group. Symptomatic midline CRT occurred in 7 patients (7.5%) in the MC-AT group and 11 

(11.3%) in the MC-AT-AM group (P = .46). Deep vein thrombosis occurred in 5 patients 

(5.3%) in the MC-AT group and 5 patients (5.2%) in the MC-AT-AM group (P > .99). 

Pulmonary embolism occurred in 1 patient in the MC-AT group. No catheter-associated 

bloodstream infection occurred in either group. Premature

catheter failure occurred in 22 patients (23.4%) in the MC-AT group and 20 (20.6%) in the 

MC-AT-AM group. 

CONCLUSIONS No difference was found in thrombosis in MCs with 2 distinct

antithrombogenic mechanisms; however, the risk of CRT in both groups was high. 

Practitioners should strongly consider the safety risks associated with MCs when determining 

the appropriate vascular access device.



Patients with elevated pulse rates, decreased oxygen saturation levels, 

and temperatures ≥38°C, risk MC failure prior to completion

of therapy. Cephalic vein use has a higher risk of failure.

Clinical instability prior to MCs may have higher risk of failure 

and another device could be considered for their acute care needs. 



Implementation 

• Midline catheter implementation should include appropriate 

education and data collection 

• Medication requirements should be considered

• Appropriate definitions based on tip location should be established



Variables 

• Gender 

• Catheter size 

• AST/MST – should these be independent 

• Pump vs. Gravity 

• Blood Draws

• Tip location 



Summary

• Global definition acceptance to ensure consistancy

• Data collection and publications 

• Large RCTs are needed 

• Complications reporting should in standardized format 

• Midline catheters should be used appropriately in the clinical setting


